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sion of the Cape constitution defeated any chance of <
success on these lines. The creation of responsible
government in the two former republics seemed for a
moment to have hampered federation, but in fact by
giving the Transvaal control of its actions it enabled
its statesmen to force not merely federation but union
on the Cape and Natal. Moreover, it ensured that the
union should be created from below, not imposed from
above as under Carnarvon's scheme, and that the
Dutch should have an equal share in its devising. It is
significant that Lord Selborne's memorandum attaches
weight to the argument that a united South Africa
would be free of British intervention, which it insisted
was inevitable as long as there were four units, whose
co-operation must largely be arranged, and whose
differences must be settled by an external authority.
Not fear of foreign hostility but desire for national
autonomy was a governing factor in the movement*
From the economic point of view it was controlled
by the issue of customs and railways, for the coastal
colonies desired to secure protection for their own
nascent industries and agriculture, while the Trans-
vaal with its mining industry desired cheap imports,
and for the traffic to the Rand there was keen com-
petition between the rival Cape ports. Natal and Dela-
goa Bay. It was the power of the Transvaal to transfer
her traffic to Delagoa Bay, and her need for friendly
relations with Mozambique in order to secure Portu-
guese labour for the mines, that dictated largely the
nature of events. But the influence of the Cape was
hampered by her financial straits. It was from a rail-
way and customs conference called to meet on May
1908 that the decision proceeded to abandon any

